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Fig. 1-1. S-54 Pulse Generator Head.
SECTION 1
SPECIFICATION

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the rear of this manual.

General Information

The Type S-54 Pulse Generator Head provides a fast risetime pulse output for use with a sampling oscilloscope system. A variable lead time trigger and a positive pulse output signal at 50 Ω impedance makes the Type S-54 useful in a Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) system.

A pretrigger output signal is available at the Type S-54 front and rear panels. The lead time can be controlled externally (for example, with the circuits in the 7S12 TDR unit), or by the Type S-54 front panel LEAD TIME control.

Operating power for the Type S-54 is obtained when the unit is installed into the sampling head compartment (or connected via an interconnecting cable) in Tektronix sampling instruments such as 7S12, 7S11, Type 3S2, Type 3S5, or Type 3S6. The Type S-54 can also be powered from the Type 285 Power Supply.

Electrical Characteristics

The following characteristics apply over an ambient temperature range of 0°C to +50°C after a 10 minute warmup, for an instrument calibrated at a temperature between +20°C and +30°C. The required operating voltages are applied to the instrument when it is connected or installed into the sampling head compartment or powered by a sampling head power supply.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PULSE OUTPUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risetime into 50 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude into 50 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aberrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Impedance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrigger Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Front or Rear Panel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Front Panel connector unterminated when checking rear panel Pre-trigger Out)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude into 50 Ω</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (cont)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Performance Requirement</th>
<th>Supplemental Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risetime into 50 Ω</td>
<td>5 ns or less</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Duration</td>
<td></td>
<td>20 ns or less at the 50% amplitude level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrigger to Pulse Output time (LEAD TIME)</td>
<td>From 120 ns or less to 1 µs or greater</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrigger to Pulse Output jitter (Lead time jitter)</td>
<td>100 ps or less, at 120 ns pretrigger to output pulse time, increasing to 1 ns or less at 1 µs pretrigger to output pulse time. (With 7S11, 7T11, and 7000-series Oscilloscope system, excluding sampling oscilloscope jitter)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Performance Requirement</th>
<th>Supplemental Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-operating</td>
<td></td>
<td>−40°C to +65°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating</td>
<td></td>
<td>0°C to +50°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-operating</td>
<td></td>
<td>To 50,000 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating</td>
<td></td>
<td>To 15,000 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Non-operating)</td>
<td></td>
<td>15 minutes along each axis at 0.015 inch. Vary the frequency from 10 to 55 to 10 Hz in 1-minute sweeps. Three minutes at any resonant point or at 55 Hz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Non-operating)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Two shocks each of 500 g's (2 ms duration), 750 g's (1 ms duration) and 1000 g's (0.5 ms duration), in each direction and along each major axis for a total of 36 shocks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Meets National Safe Transit Committee type of test when packaged as shipped by factory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finish</td>
<td>Anodized aluminum front panel, extruded aluminum blue-vinyl painted cabinet with aluminum castings front and rear.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Approximately 8 oz.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>About 2 inches</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>About 1 3/4 inches</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>About 4 inches</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECTION 2
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the rear of this manual.

GENERAL INFORMATION

This section of the manual provides the basic information required for operation of the Type S-54 Pulse Generator Head, including installation and First Time Operation instructions.

The Type S-54 may be powered by any Tektronix instrument containing a sampling head compartment (Tektronix 7642, 7611, or Types 352, 355, 356, or 286). Or, the unit may be powered separately by a Tektronix Type 285 Power Supply for S-50 Series Heads. The Type S-54 may be connected to a head compartment by one of two accessory extender cables. This permits use of short-length coaxial cables between the PULSE OUTPUT connector and the load.

A variable lead time pretrigger, a fast pulse output at 50 Ω impedance, and compatibility with sampling instruments makes the Type S-54 useful for many Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) measurements. When the Type S-54 is used in the 7612 TDR Sampling Unit, the lead time is determined by the 7612.

A pretrigger output pulse allows a sequential sampling system to display the main pulse without using a delay line in the signal path. The pretrigger pulse is available at both the front and rear panel connectors.

INSTALLATION

GENERAL

Since the Type S-54 Pulse Generator Head can be powered by Tektronix instruments containing sampling compartments or sampling head extender cables, many combinations of instruments are possible. Three general methods of installation are shown in Fig. 2-1. Part (A) shows the Type S-54 installed in the pulse generator compartment of the Tektronix 7612 TDR Sampling Unit. The 7612 can be used in any 7000-series oscilloscope. Part (B) shows the Type S-54 installed in the Channel B compartment of the Type 352 Sampling Unit. This leaves Channel A of the sampling unit available to operate a sampling head. Part (C) shows the Type S-54 installed in the head compartment of the Type 285 Power Supply.

With (A), (B), or (C) method of installation, the Type S-54 can be plugged into the sampling unit or power supply as shown, or used remotely on a special extender cable. Three and six foot extender cables are available. Order the three foot extender cable by Tektronix Part No. 012-0124-00, or the six foot extender cable by Tektronix Part No. 012-0125-00. Contact your local Tektronix Field Office or representative for price and availability of these optional accessories.

HEAD INSTALLATION

To insert the Type S-54 into a compartment of the sampling unit or power supply, proceed as follows:

1. Pull the latch knob outward from the front panel (the latch knob will push out normally when the unit is inserted if the knob is left free to move).

2. Insert the unit slowly into the compartment, so the two plastic guides enter the rear connector opening.

3. Push the Type S-54 completely into the compartment.

4. Push the latch knob to lock the unit in place.

To remove the S-54 from the compartment, pull the latch knob away from the front panel, then pull the unit from the compartment.

EXTENDER CABLE INSTALLATION

To use the Type S-54 on an extender cable, install as follows:

1. Pull the latch knob located on the head end of the extender cable outward from its panel (the latch knob will push out normally when the extender is inserted if the knob is free to move).

2. Insert the extender cable head end slowly into the desired compartment in the sampling unit so the plastic guides engage the unit.
(A) Installed in a Pulse Generator Compartment

(B) Installed in a Type 3S2 Sampling Head Compartment

(C) Installed in Type 285 Power Supply Compartment

Fig. 2-1. S-54 Installation Information.
3. Push the head completely into the compartment.

4. Push the latch knob to lock the extender cable head end in place.

5. Connect the Type S-54 to the other end of the extender cable in a similar manner, and set the latch knob to hold it in place.

6. To remove the Type S-54 from the extender cable, pull the latch knob on the front panel of the Type S-54, and remove the unit from the extender cable.

7. To remove the extender cable head from the sampling unit compartment, pull the latch knob outward from the front of the panel, then pull the extender cable free.

To install the Type S-54 in the Type 285 Power Supply or on an extender cable attached to the Power Supply, use the procedure above. Powering the Type S-54 with the Type 285 Power Supply allows both channels of a dual-trace sampling unit (such as Type 3S2) to be used for sampling heads.

When the Type S-54 is used with the 7S12, the LEAD TIME control is inoperable.

Three controls, normally adjusted during calibration, are available through holes in the Type S-54 case. They include the Duration Trigger Level (R30) on the left side, Q50 Bias (R50) at the upper right side, and C64 at the center right side. Refer to the Calibration Procedure in Section 5 for information about these controls.

**FIRST TIME OPERATION**

Substitute equipment for the First Time Operation may include any Tektronix Type 560 Series Oscilloscope with a 3S-series dual trace sampling unit containing one sampling head, and a 3T-series sampling time base unit. This First Time Operation uses the Type 564 with Types 3T2, 3S6, S-5 and S-54 as shown in Fig. 2-1B. If you are using equipment as shown in Fig. 2-1A, follow the First Time Operation information given in the 7S12 instruction manual.

**Procedure**

1. With the Type 564 Power switch off, insert a Tektronix Type 3S2 Sampling Unit into the vertical compartment (left) and a Tektronix Type 3T2 Random Sampling Sweep into the horizontal plug-in compartment.

2. Insert the Type S-5 into Channel A (left) of the Type 3S2, leaving the latch free to move. Once the Type S-5 is seated, push the latch to lock it in place.

3. Insert the Type S-54 into Channel B (right) of the Type 3S2, leaving the latch free to move. Once the Type S-54 is seated, push the latch to lock it in place.

4. Install a BNC tee connector onto the Type S-5 input connector.

5. Connect the Type S-54 PULSE OUTPUT to one arm of the tee connector, using the short 50 Ω coaxial cable supplied with the Type S-54. Terminate the other arm of the tee connector in 50 Ω.

6. Connect the Type S-54 PRETRIG OUT to the 50 Ω Trigger Input of the Type 3T2, using a BSM to BNC 50 Ω coaxial cable (Tektronix Part No. 012-0128-00, 10 inch length).

7. Set the Type 564 Intensity control fully counterclockwise.

8. Connect the Type 564 to the power line and set the Power switch to On.

9. Set the instrument controls as follows:

   **Type S-54**
   - LEAD TIME: Fully CCW
   - Coupling: DC
   - Upper and Lower Screen: Non-store

   **Type 3S2**
   - Display Mode: CH A
   - Normal-Smooth
   - Horiz Plug-in Compatibility: Sampling, 3T-Series
   - Channel A controls:
     - Position: Midrange
     - DC Offset: Midrange (5 turns from one end)
     - Units/Div: 200
10. After a five minute warmup, set the Type 564 Intensity control for normal trace brilliance. Adjust Astigmatism and Focus controls for best focus.

11. Center the trace on the graticule with the Type 3S2 DC Offset control.

12. Adjust the Type 3T2 Trigger Sensitivity control for a stable triggered display of the Type S-54 output pulse leading edge (about 0.5 V amplitude). Use the Time Position control to position the leading edge to the left side of the display. Use the Type 3S2 DC Offset control to position the top of the pulse at the graticule centerline. See Fig. 2-2.

13. Remove the 50 \( \Omega \) termination from the tee connector and note that pulse amplitude increases about two times.

14. Add a short length of 50 \( \Omega \) coaxial cable to the tee connector. (Example uses two 42 inch coaxial cables for a total of about 84 inches in length.) See Fig. 2-3. The open line shows a reflection coefficient (\( \rho \)) of about +1.

15. Terminate the end of the Test Line in 50 \( \Omega \). Change the Type 3S2 mV/Div to 20 and note the point of termination on the display. See Fig. 2-4.
16. Remove the 50 Ω termination and add about 100 feet of additional cable. Change the Type 3S2 Channel A mV/Div to 200. Change the Type 3T2 Time/Div Range to 1 μs and the Time Magnifier to X2.

17. Adjust the Type S-54 LEAD TIME control to position the desired time window on the CRT as shown in Fig. 2-5.

**Lead Time**

The LEAD TIME control sets the time between the Pre-trigger Out pulse and the PULSE OUTPUT. This LEAD TIME control along with the Type 3T2 Time Position controls allows the start of the time window on the CRT to be set over the operating range. Use the DC Offset and the mV/Div controls on the Type 3S2 to obtain the desired vertical deflection factor and offset voltage. The Type S-54 is useful for analyzing reflections in lengths of coaxial cable to over 3000 feet. For basic principles and measurement information about TDR displays, read Tektronix Measurement Concepts Series booklet "Time Domain Reflectometry Measurements", Tektronix Part No. 062-1244-00.

Fig. 2-5. Display showing unterminated coaxial line (about 100 feet).

Using the Type S-54 in the 7S12 TDR Unit, the lead time is calibrated in the 7S12 for time and distance.
SECTION 3  
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the rear of this manual.

General Information
This section of the manual contains the electrical description of the Type S-54 Pulse Generator Head circuits.

The Type S-54 requires +15 V and −12.2 V input power. The input power is obtained when the instrument is connected to the pulse generator compartment connector of a TDR Sampling Unit, to one compartment connector of a dual-trace sampling unit, or to the Type 285 Power Supply.

Refer to the schematic diagram in Section 7 as necessary during the Circuit Description.

BLOCK DIAGRAM
The Block diagram, Fig. 3-1, shows the major circuit blocks of the Type S-54. A partial block diagram, Fig. 3-2, shows the function of the Type S-54 when it is used with the 7S12 TDR Sampling Unit. A brief description of each block follows, starting with the Period Generator block.

The Period Generator contains a free running multivibrator with a period of about 50 μs. The positive output excursion of the Period Generator drives the Trigger and the Delay circuits.

The Trigger circuit, when driven by the Period Generator, provides two positive trigger output signals. One trigger...
signal is connected to the front panel PRETRIG OUT connector, and one to the rear coaxial connector that mates with the sampling head compartment coaxial connector.

In the absence of an external Inhibit Voltage, the Delay circuit is triggered by the positive pulse from the Period Generator and provides a delayed output pulse to drive the Duration circuitry. The range of delay time (120 ns to 1 μs or more) can be set by the front panel LEAD TIME control.

If the Type S-54 is used with a 7S12, an external Inhibit Voltage is provided to the Delay. This voltage inhibits the Delay so that the circuits in the 7S12 can provide the delay function. The 7S12 then provides a Pulse Generator Trigger signal that is delayed from the trigger output signal of the Type S-54. This Pulse Generator Trigger signal drives the Trigger Shaper, which drives the Duration circuit.

The Duration is driven from either the Delay or the Trigger Shaper, and generates a positive output pulse of about 25 μs duration to drive the Output.

The Output shapes or speeds up the risetime of the 25 μs pulse from the Duration to provide the positive 25 μs output pulse. The output appears as a 50 Ω voltage source at an amplitude of at least 800 mV. This produces at least 400 mV amplitude pulse across a 50 Ω load with a risetime equal to or less than 1 ns.

**CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION**

**Period Generator**

The Period Generator circuit determines the frequency of operation of the Type S-54. The frequency of the Period Generator, a free running multivibrator, depends upon the value of C7, R6, and variable R5.

U10A pins 2, 3, and 4 are connected to -12.2 volts and are held low. When pin 1 is low, all inputs to U10A are low, which sets U10A output pin 6 low and pin 5 high. With pin 6 low and pin 5 high, C7 charges through feedback resistors R6 and R5 until the voltage at pin 1 crosses from a low to a high state. U10A outputs then switch states, and the capacitor discharges through the feedback resistors until a crossover voltage is again reached, which switches the multivibrator. The period of oscillation is about 50 μs, set by R5 during calibration. The positive signal output of the Period Generator, at U10A pin 5, drives the Trigger circuit and the Delay circuit.

**Trigger Output**

The Trigger Output circuit consists of Q20, T18, T20 and associated components.

With U10A pin 5 (Period Generator) low, Q20 is nearly cut off and C22 is discharged through R22. When U10A pin 5 goes high, this high signal is connected to Q20 base through CR20, turning Q20 on full. Q20 then charges C22 with current pulses through the primary of T18 and T20, resulting in a positive output signal to front-panel PRETRIG OUT connector J18, and rear-panel coaxial connector J20. C24 and R24 in T20 secondary circuit shapes the trigger signal to J20.
Delay

The Delay circuit consists of U10B, Q10, T15, and associated components.

In the absence of an external Inhibit Voltage, and when driven by the positive pulse from the Period Generator, the Delay circuit provides a delayed pulse output to drive the Duration circuit. The delay time is controlled by the front-panel LEAD TIME control.

In the absence of the Inhibit Voltage and the positive signal from the Period Generator, U10B pins 10, 11, 12, and 13 are low. This results in a high at pin 9 and a low at pin 8. With a high at pin 9, C12 is charged with current from U10B. This sets Q10 base high through CR12, and Q10 is cut off. Quiescent bias at T15 secondary to U30B pin 12 is held low by R33, R32, and R30. R30 allows this bias to be set during calibration.

When U10A pin 5 (in the Period Generator) goes high, a positive trigger input signal through C10 is coupled to U10B pin 10, causing U10B pin 8 to go high, coupling the high through C14 and R14 to pin 11, clamping pin 8 high. When pin 10 moves high, pin 9 allows C12 to discharge through CR12, R9, R10, and the front-panel LEAD TIME control R15, until Q10 starts to conduct. When Q10 conducts, U10B pin 11 goes low. All U10B input pins are low, so U10B output pin 8 goes low and pin 9 high. When pin 8 goes low, T15 couples a positive pulse to the Duration circuit at U30B pin 12. When pin 9 goes high, C12 charges through U10B. This sets Q10 base high through CR12, and Q10 is cut off. Pin 11 is held low by a low at pin 8 and R14. The circuit is ready for another positive trigger from the Period Generator, unless an external inhibit voltage is connected to CR10 anode.

If an external Inhibit Voltage is connected to CR10 anode, CR10 conducts, connecting a high to U10B pin 13. The high at pin 13 changes and holds the output constant with a high at pin 8 and a low at pin 9. As long as the Inhibit Voltage is connected to CR10 anode, the Delay circuit will be inhibited.

Duration

The Duration circuit consists of U30B, Q30, and associated components. When the circuit is driven by a positive pulse from either the Delay circuit or the Trigger Shaper circuit, the Duration circuit produces about a 25 µs positive pulse to drive the Output circuit. The positive pulse output duration is set by R35 during calibration.

In the absence of a positive pulse at either U30B pin 10 or pin 12, U30B pins 10, 11, 12, and 13 are all held low. With a low on all inputs, U30B output pin 8 is low and pin 9 is high. The low at pin 8 allows pin 11 to be held low by R36. With a high at pin 9, C30 is charged with the current from U30B. This sets Q30 base high through CR30, and Q30 is cut off.

When a positive pulse signal is received at U30B pin 12 from the Delay circuit, U30B outputs change states, with pin 8 going high and pin 9 attempts to go low. (The circuit operates in the same manner with a positive pulse to pin 10 from the Trigger Shaper circuit.) When pin 8 goes high, it starts the output drive pulse to the Output circuit. Also when pin 8 goes high, a high is connected by R36 to pin 11, which clamps pin 8 in the high state. As pin 9 attempts to go low, it allows C30 to start to discharge through CR30, R34, and R35. C30 discharge produces a negative ramp voltage to the base of Q30, causing Q30 to conduct. When Q30 conducts, U30B pin 11 goes low. When pin 11 goes low, all U30B input pins are low (pin 10 and pin 12 are low in the absence of positive input signals). The output of U30B pin 8 then goes low, and pin 9 goes high.

When pin 8 goes low, it terminates the positive output drive pulse to the output circuit. When pin 9 goes high, C30 charges with current from U30B. This sets Q30 base high through CR30 and turns off Q30. The low at pin 9 holds pin 11 low through R36. The circuit is ready for the next positive trigger pulse from the Delay circuit.

Trigger Shaper

The Trigger Shaper circuit consisting of U30A and associated components, must be driven by an external positive pulse such as the Pulse Generator Trigger pulse from the 7S12 TDR Sampling Unit. The circuit output pulse drives the Duration circuit.

Before the arrival of the Pulse Generator Trigger pulse, a negative current from the 7S12 forward biases the snap off diode CR26. U30A input pins are all low resulting in a low output at pin 6. When the next Pulse Generator Trigger signal, a positive signal, arrives at J30, it reverse biases CR26 and causes a fast pulse to be coupled through C26 and R27 to U30A pin 4. With pin 4 high, U30A output pin 6 goes high connecting this high to U30B pin 10 in the Duration circuit.

Output

The Output circuit consists of Q40, Q50, Q60, Q70, Q80, and associated circuit components. The input signal is direct coupled from the Duration circuit (U30B pin 8), and the circuit output is connected to the front-panel PULSE OUTPUT connector. The circuit shapes or speads up the rise and fall time of the input pulse to control connecting diodes to the output.
The positive pulse from the Duration circuit is connected to Q40 base in the emitter-coupled current mode switch circuit Q40-Q50. During calibration, Q50 base is set to a voltage which corresponds to the mid-point of the positive and negative excursions of the input signal. The output of Q40-Q50 circuit is directly connected to another current mode switch circuit, Q60-Q70, which drives Q80. In the absence of an input pulse, the quiescent current path from the +15 V supply through R83, CR80, Q80, R64, Q60, R51, R60 to the −12.2 V supply, reverse biases CR82, which prevents current in R87, R88 and any external circuit. This causes the output voltage to be zero. CR84 conducts to hold its cathode at about −0.6 V, and keeps Q80 out of saturation.

When the input moves positive, current through Q40 decreases. Q50 draws more current, and Q60 is cut off. Q70 conducts hard, due to the increased base drive from Q50 and the negative signal from the emitter of Q60. Q70 and Q60 couple signals to rapidly cut off Q80. The collector of Q80 rises to a point determined by R86-R84, reverse-biasing CR80 and disconnecting Q80 from the output circuit. CR82 conduction causes a pulse to be developed across R87, R88, and the load for the time determined by the Duration circuit.

When the input signal goes low (back to the quiescent conditions), the current mode switch circuits cause Q80 to conduct, which cuts off CR82 as previously described. This terminates the output pulse to the PULSE OUTPUT connector.

C64 allows adjustment of capacitance associated with Q60, Q70, and Q80. C84, a wire capacitor, is used as a divider capacitor, and is adjusted only if the diodes CR80, CR82, and CR84 are replaced. Both adjustments should be made while examining the risetime and the front corner of the pulse output display.
SECTION 4
MAINTENANCE

Introduction
This section of the manual is a maintenance guide for the Type S-54 Pulse Generator Head. Information is included for parts ordering, parts removal and replacement, disassembly and assembly.

Obtaining Replacement Parts
All parts used in the Type S-54 can be purchased directly through your local Tektronix Field Office or representative. However, replacements for standard electronic items can be obtained locally. Consult the Electrical or Mechanical Parts List to determine the value, tolerance and rating required.

NOTE
When selecting replacement parts, it is important to remember that the physical size and shape of a component may affect its performance at high frequencies. After repair, the Type S-54 Pulse Generator Head may require re-calibration.

Parts Removal and Replacement
Housing and Rear Panel. To remove the Type S-54 from its housing, loosen the four retaining screws on the rear panel. Slide the rear panel off, and remove the housing by sliding it to the rear. With the housing and rear panel removed, the unit can be connected to an extender cable for access to adjustment controls and circuit test points for calibration. Two lengths of extender cables are available from your local Tektronix Field Office or representative. Order by Tektronix Part No. 012-0124-00 for the three-foot length and Tektronix Part No. 012-0126-00 for the six-foot length extender cable.

To install the Type S-54 in its housing, align the hole closest to the front so that it will appear on the left side of the unit. Check that the upper and lower corners of the Timing board are aligned with the channels in the housing which contain the zigzag springs. Push the Type S-54 gently into the housing until it contacts the front panel. Be sure that the white plastic pawl in the locking knob is properly aligned as the Type S-54 is slid into the housing. Attach the rear casting, making sure that the hole on one side fits over the pretrigger signal output connector. Insert the four long mounting bolts and tighten them securely. To ensure that the mounting bolts align with the front panel, hold the Type S-54 in its normal horizontal position; start the lower bolts, then turn the Type S-54 over and start the remaining two bolts.

Circuit Boards. To remove the Timing board, free the Pretrigger coaxial cable from the plastic hold down clamp, and gently pull the board outward from the Output board. This allows access to both sides of both boards. To remove the trigger coaxial lead from the front panel, use a 5/16-inch end wrench to hold the nut located behind the front panel. Then use a 9/32-inch end wrench to remove the coaxial cable retaining nut. Once this nut is removed, gently pull the coaxial cable, together with the connector center pin, from the connector. Remove the connector shell, by first loosening the nut located behind the front panel with the 5/16-inch end wrench. To install the Timing board reverse the procedure. (When inserting the coaxial cable, be sure that the outer braid is not shorted to the center conductor).

To remove the Output board, two resistors and a diode must be unsoldered from the center conductor of the PULSE OUTPUT connector.

Use the following procedure:

1. To remove the diode, heat sink the diode with a small-nose pliers or forceps and carefully unsolder the diode from the center conductor of the BNC connector.

2. Heat sink the two resistors and unsolder them from the center conductor of the BNC connector.

3. With a 5/64-inch allen wrench, remove the two screws holding the Output board to the BNC connector assembly. Remove the Output board from the connector.

4. Unsolder the cable from LEAD TIME potentiometer R15, freeing the Output board.

5. To install the Output board, reverse the procedure. Be sure the two spiral pins are flush with the connector holder before tightening the 5/16 inch allen screws.
Parts Locations

Photos of the Timing and Output boards, with the component locations, are shown in Section 7. The Mechanical Parts Illustration in Section 8 shows locations of the mechanical parts.

Output Diode Replacement

Output diodes CR80, CR82, and CR84 are soldered into the circuit using extremely short connecting leads. Care must be taken when soldering these diodes into place to prevent overheating the diodes. Since a heat sink is ineffective due to the short connecting leads, use a small soldering iron and minimum soldering time.
SECTION 5
PERFORMANCE CHECK CALIBRATION

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the rear of this manual.

Introduction

This section of the manual contains the Performance Check and the Calibration Procedure. When the Performance Check Procedure is completed, the instrument is checked to the "Performance" information given in Section 1. The tolerances and waveforms given in the Calibration Procedure should be considered only as calibration guides, and not as instrument specifications.

Equipment Required

The following test equipment, or its equivalent is required for both the Performance Check Procedure and the Calibration Procedure of the Type S-54. All test equipment must be calibrated. If other equipment is substituted, it must meet or exceed the limits stated in the equipment list.

1. Oscilloscope; 7000-Series such as 7704 or 7504, to accept plug-in units listed in item 2.

2. Real-Time plug-in units; 7A12 Dual-Channel Amplifier and 7B50 Time Base, Sampling plug-in units; 7S11 Sampling Amplifier with Type S-1 Sampling Head, and 7T11 Sampling Time Base.

NOTE

Substitute equipment for items 1 and 2:

(A) For real-time requirement, dual-trace amplifier; minimum deflection factor 50 mV/div, risetime 25 ns or less. Oscilloscope such as the Type 547 with Type 1A1 Dual-Trace Amplifier.

(B) For sampling requirement, Vertical Sampling plug-in which will accept Type S-1 Sampling Head, with a compatible Time Base Unit with Random Sampling capability. Oscilloscope such as Type 561 or 564 with plug-in units such as Type 352, 355 or 356 with Type S-1 Sampling Head, and Time Base unit such as Type 3T2.

3. Type 285 Power Supply For S-50 Series Heads. The supply is a convenient power source and trigger out connection.

4. 10X Probe, P6012, Tektronix Part No. 010-0203-00.

5. Two 50 Ω coaxial cables (18 inch) BSM Female to BNC Male Tektronix Part No. 012-0127-00.

6. Three 50 Ω feedthrough terminations, BNC, Tektronix Part No. 011-0049-01.

7. 50 Ω coaxial cable (18 inch), BNC. Tektronix Part No. 012-0076-00.

8. Sampling-Head extender, 3 foot. Tektronix Part No. 012-0124-00.

9. Adapter, 3 mm Male to BNC Female. Tektronix Part No. 015-1018-00, supplied with 7T11.

PERFORMANCE CHECK PROCEDURE

Introduction

The Performance Check provides a means of rapidly checking the Type S-54 without adjusting any internal controls. Failure to meet any of the requirements given in this procedure indicates a need for internal checks or adjustments, and the user should refer to the Calibration Procedure in this section.

Preliminary Procedure

The first three steps use the Test Oscilloscope equipment list (item 1) with a dual-channel amplifier and time base (7A12 and 7B50 of item 2), and Type 285 Power Supply (item 3). Steps 4 through 7 use the Test Oscilloscope (item 1), with a sampling amplifier and Time Base (7S11 with Type S-1 and 7T11 of item 2), and Type 285 Power Supply (item 3).

1. Install the Type S-54 in the Type 285 Power Supply.

2. Set the controls as follows:
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7504 Indicator Oscilloscope

A Intensity CCW
B Intensity CCW
Vertical Mode Left
Horizontal Mode B
A Trigger Source Right Vert
B Trigger Source Left Vert

7A12
(Left vertical plug-in compartment)

Display Mode Alt
Trigger Source CH 1
CH 1 & CH 2
Volts/Div .2 Volts/Div
Position Midrange
Polarity +Up
Variable Cal In
Coupling DC

(7B50)
(B horizontal plug-in compartment)

Level/Slope Centered on Positive Slope
Triggering Mode Auto
Coupling AC
Source Ext
Position Midrange
Time/Div .05 μs
Display Mode Time Base
Magnifier X1

S-54
LEAD TIME Fully Counterclockwise

3. Turn the Type 285 and the Oscilloscope power on. After about a five minute warmup time, advance the B intensity until a free-running trace is observed. Center the traces on the CRT with the horizontal and vertical position controls.

Procedure

1. Check PRETRIG OUT to PULSE OUTPUT time
   a. Connect the Type S-54 PULSE OUTPUT through a BNC 50 Ω coaxial cable, and a 50 Ω feedthrough termination to 7A12 CH 2. Connect the Type S-54 PRETRIG OUT through a BSM to BNC 50 Ω coaxial cable, and a 50 Ω feedthrough termination to 7A12 CH 1. Connect the Trigger Out 50 Ω connector on the Type 285 through a BSM to BNC 50 Ω coaxial cable, and a 50 Ω feedthrough termination to the 7B50 Ext Trigger In or Ext Volts in connector.
   
   b. Change the 7B50 Triggering Mode to Normal and set the Level/Slope for a stable display (see Fig. 5-1A).
   
   c. Observe that the time between the leading edge (50% amplitude point) of the PRETRIG OUT and the leading edge of the PULSE OUT is less than 120 ns.
   
   d. Change the 7B50 Time/Div to .2 μs. Turn the Type S-54 LEAD TIME control fully clockwise. Observe that the time between the PRETRIG OUT and the leading edge of the PULSE OUT is more than 1 μs (see Fig. 5-1B).

2. Check PULSE OUTPUT Period and Duration
   a. Change the 7B50 Time/Div to 5 μs. Observe Channel 1 signal.
   
   b. Check that the PULSE OUTPUT period is 50 μs within 2.5 μs (see Fig. 5-2).
Fig. 5-2. PULSE OUTPUT period and Duration.

c. Check that the PULSE OUTPUT duration is 25 μs within 2 μs.

3. Check PULSE OUTPUT Amplitude

a. The equipment setup remains as in step 2. Check the PULSE OUTPUT amplitude to be at least 400 mV.

4. Check PULSE OUTPUT Rise time

a. Set the Sampling Oscilloscope controls as follows:

7504 Indicator Oscilloscope

A intensity: CCW
B intensity: CCW
Vertical Mode: Right
Horizontal Mode: A
A Trigger Source: Right Vert
B Trigger Source: Left Vert

7S11 with Type S-1
(Right Vertical plug-in compartment)

Delay: Midrange
+Up: Pushed in
DC Offset ±1 V and Fine: Midrange
mVolts/Div: 100
Variable: Pushed in
Dot Response: Midrange
Normal: Pushed in

7T11
(A horizontal plug-in compartment)

Time Position and Fine: Fully clockwise
Sequential: Pushed in
Sweep Range: 50 ns
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Time/Div
Variable
Scan
Rep
Slope +
Trig Level
Stability
Trig Amp X1
50 Ω 2 V Max

5 ns
Pushed in
Midrange
Pushed in
Pushed in
Midrange
Fully clockwise
Pushed in
Pushed in

Type S-54

Load Time
Fully CCW

b. Connect the PULSE OUTPUT through a BNC 50 Ω coaxial cable, and a BNC to GR adapter to the Type S-1. Connect the PRETRIG OUT through a BSM to BNC 50 Ω coaxial cable, and a BNC to 3 mm adapter to the 7T11 Trig Input. (Be sure a coaxial cable is connected to the Trigger Out connector on the Type 285 and terminated in 50 Ω.)

c. Advance the A. intensity until a free-running trace is observed. Center the trace vertically on the CRT with the 7S11 DC Offset control.

d. Set the 7T11 Trigger Level control to obtain a stable display of the PULSE OUTPUT leading edge.

e. Set the 7S11 Variable for a 5 division amplitude at the rising portion. Use the DC Offset control to center the display vertically.

f. Set the 7T11 Time/Div to 200 ps, and set the Time Position control to position the PULSE OUTPUT leading edge to the center of the graticule. See Fig. 5-3.

Fig. 5-3. PULSE OUTPUT rise time.
g. Measure the risetime from the 10% to the 90% amplitude (center 4 divisions) to be 1 ns or less.

5. Check PULSE OUTPUT Aberrations
   a. Change the 7T11 Time/Div to 1 ns.

   b. Use the 7S11 DC Offset control to position the top of the PULSE OUTPUT (at the leading edge) to the center of the graticule, and change the mVolts/Div to 5 mV. This sets the amplitude at 1% per division (see Fig. 5-4).

   c. Check that the aberrations are less than +1.5%, -1.5%, total of 1.5% P-P.

NOTE

Total aberrations shown in Fig. 5-4 combine the aberrations of the Sampling Oscilloscope, coaxial connectors, cables, and the Type S-54. The large aberration shown between the graticule line 6 and 7 is a result of a coaxial connector reflection.

![Diagram of PULSE OUTPUT aberrations](image)

Fig. 5-4. PULSE OUTPUT aberrations.

6. Check PRETRIG OUT to PULSE OUTPUT jitter
   a. Be sure that the Type S-54 LEAD TIME control is fully CCW. Change the 7S11 mVolts/Div control to 200, and vertically center the PULSE OUTPUT on the CRT.

   b. Change the 7T11 Time/Div to 200 ps and change the Time Position control to center the PULSE OUTPUT leading edge to the center of the graticule.

   c. Change the 7S11 mVolts/Div to 20 and check the jitter to be less than 100 ps (see Fig. 5-5A).

NOTE

Total jitter shown in Fig. 5-5 combines the Sampling Oscilloscope jitter and the Type S-54 PRETRIG OUT to PULSE OUTPUT jitter. If the total combined jitter exceeds the S-54 performance requirements, it will be necessary to measure the Sampling Oscilloscope jitter to determine the net amount of S-54 jitter.

   d. Change the following controls:
Type S-54

LEAD TIME
Set to 1 µs

7S11
mVolts/Div
200

7T11
Sweep Range
5 µs
Time/Div
200 ns
Time Position
Fully clockwise

e. Change the 7T11 Time/Div to 1 ns and change the Time Position control to position the PULSE OUTPUT LEADING edge at the center of the CRT.

f. Change the 7S11 mV/Div to 50 and check the jitter to be less than 1 ns (see Fig. 5-5B).

g. Disconnect all connections at the Oscilloscope.

7. Check PRETRIG OUT Amplitude and Risetime

a. Change the following controls:

Type S-54

LEAD TIME
Fully counterclockwise

7S11
Variable
Pushed in
mV/Div
100

7T11
Sweep Range and Fine
Pushed in
Random
Fully clockwise

Time/Div
10 ns


b. Connect the Type S-54 PRETRIG OUT through a BSM to BNC 50 Ω coaxial cable, and a BNC to GR adapter to the Type S-1. Connect the PULSE OUTPUT through a BNC 50 Ω coaxial cable, and a BNC to 3 mm adapter to the 7T11 Trig Input. (Be sure a coaxial cable is connected to the trigger Out connector on the Type 285, and is 50 Ω terminated.)

c. Set the 7T11 Trigger Level control to obtain a stable display of the Pretrigger Out.

d. Check that the amplitude is at least 200 mV.

e. Set the 7S11 Variable for a 5 division amplitude at the rising portion. Use the 7T11 Time Position control and the 7S11 DC Offset control to center the pulse on the CRT.

f. Measure the risetime from the 10% to the 90% amplitude (center four divisions) to be 5 ns or less.

g. Change the 7S11 Variable to Cal In (pushed in) position.

8. Check Pretrigger Out (Rear Panel) Amplitude and Risetime

a. Disconnect the 50 Ω coaxial cable at the Type S-54 PRETRIG OUT connector.

b. Connect the Trigger Out 50 Ω connector on the Type 285 through a BSM to BNC 50 Ω coaxial cable and a BNC to GR adapter to the Type S-1.

c. Set the 7T11 Trigger Level control to obtain a stable display of the Pretrigger Out.

d. Check that the amplitude is at least 200 mV.

e. Set the 7S11 Variable for a 5 division amplitude at the rising portion. Use the 7T11 Time Position control and the 7S11 DC Offset control to center the pulse on the CRT.

Fig. 5-6. PRETRIGGER OUT risetime.

e. Set the 7S11 Variable for a 5 division amplitude at the rising portion. Set the 7T11 Time/Div to 2 ns and use the 7T11 Time Position control and the 7S11 DC Offset control to center the pulse on the CRT. See Fig. 5-6.

f. Measure the risetime from the 10% to the 90% amplitude (center four divisions) to be 5 ns or less.

g. Change the 7S11 Variable to Cal In (pushed in) position.
CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

Introduction

The Calibration Procedure contains all the adjustments required in the instrument, and is arranged so that troubleshooting can be accomplished at the same time. Additional troubleshooting information is contained in the Maintenance Section and in the Diagrams Section.

Preliminary Procedure

The first four steps use the Test Oscilloscope equipment list (item 1) with a dual-channel amplifier and time base (7A12 and 7B50 of item 2), and Type 285 Power Supply (item 3). Step 5 uses the Test Oscilloscope (item 1), with a sampling amplifier and Time Base (7S11 with Type S-1 and 7T11 of item 2), and Type 285 Power Supply (item 3).

Three adjustments can be made without removing the Type S-54 from its case; Duration Trigger Level (R30) at the left side of the case; Q50 Bias (R50) at the upper right side of the case; C64 at the center right side of the case.

1. Install the Sampling-Head extender (item 9) into the Type 285 Power Supply.

2. Remove the Type S54 from its housing (see the Maintenance Section of the manual if necessary) and install it onto the Sampling Head extender.

3. Set the controls as follows:

7504 Indicator Oscilloscope

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A Intensity</th>
<th>B Intensity</th>
<th>Vertical Mode</th>
<th>Horizontal Mode</th>
<th>A Trigger Source</th>
<th>B Trigger Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCW</td>
<td>CCW</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Right Vert</td>
<td>Left Vert</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7A12

(Left vertical plug-in compartment)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Display Mode</th>
<th>Trigger Source</th>
<th>Volts/Div</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Polarity</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coupling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALT</td>
<td>CH 1</td>
<td>CH 1 &amp; CH 2</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>Midrange</td>
<td>tUp</td>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7B50

(B horizontal plug-in compartment)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level/Slope</th>
<th>Triggered</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Coupling</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Time/Div</th>
<th>Display Mode</th>
<th>Magnifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centered on Positive Slope</td>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>Midrange</td>
<td>.05 µs</td>
<td>Time Base</td>
<td>X1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S-54

LEAD TIME

Fully Counterclockwise

4. Turn on the Type 285 and the Oscilloscope power. After about a five minute warmup, advance the B intensity until a free-running trace is observed. Center the trace on the CRT with the horizontal and vertical position controls.

1. Adjust Duration Trigger Level (R30)

a. Connect the Trigger Out connector on the Type 285 through a BSM to BNC 50 Ω coaxial cable, and a 50 Ω feedthrough termination to the 7B50 Ext Trig In. Connect the Type S-54 PRETRIG OUT through a BSM to BNC coaxial cable, and a 50 Ω feedthrough termination to the 7A12 CH 1 connector. Connect the 10X probe to the 7A12 CH 2, and connect the probe tip to the square pin test point or U308 pin 8. See Fig. 5-7. Connect the probe ground lead to the Timing board ground.

b. Change the 7B50 Triggering Mode to Normal and set the Level/Slope for a stable display.

c. Adjust R30 fully clockwise, then slowly counterclockwise, until a stable rising portion of the Duration circuit output signal appears on channel 2. See Fig. 5-8.

![Fig. 5-7. Timing board, on the instrument left side, showing the location of internal controls.](image-url)
2. Adjust Q50 Bias (R50)

a. Remove the 10X probe. Connect the Type S-54 PULSE OUTPUT through a BNC 50Ω coaxial cable, and a 50Ω feedthrough termination to the 7A12 CH 2 connector.

b. Adjust R50 (see Fig. 5-9), first fully clockwise, then slowly counterclockwise until the rising portion of the PULSE OUTPUT signal appears on channel 2. Note this position and continue to adjust R50 slowly counterclockwise until the rising portion of the PULSE OUTPUT signal disappears. Then set R50 midrange between the two positions. See Fig. 5-1A.

3. Adjust Lead Time Cal (R10)

a. Observe the minimum lead time between the PRE-TRIG OUT pulse on channel 1 and the PULSE OUTPUT signal on channel 2; see Fig. 5-1A.

b. Adjust R10 (see Fig. 5-6 for its location) for about 115 ns of lead time.

c. Change the 7B50 Time/Div to .2 μs, and the Type S-54 LEAD TIME control to fully clockwise.

d. Check the lead time between the PRETRIG OUT pulse on channel 1 and the PULSE OUTPUT signal on channel 2 to be 1 μs or greater (see Fig. 5-1B).

4. Adjust Period and Duration Cal (R5, R35)

a. Change the 7B50 Time/Div to 5 μs.

b. Adjust R5 for one cycle (period) in 10 divisions. See Fig. 5-2.

c. Adjust R35 for 5 divisions of positive pulse (Duration). See Fig. 5-2.

d. Disconnect the connections at the Oscilloscope.

5. Adjust C64 and C84

a. Set the controls as follows:

7504 Indicator Oscilloscope

| A Intensity | CCW |
| B Intensity | CCW |
| Vertical Mode | Right |
| Horizontal Mode | A |
| A Trigger Source | Right Vert |
| B Trigger Source | Left Vert |

7511 with Type S-1 Sampling Head
(Right vertical plug-in compartment)

| Delay | Midrange |
| +Up | Pushed In |
| DC Offset ±1 V and Fine | Midrange |
| mVolts/Div | 100 |
| Variable | Pushed In |
| Dot Response | Midrange |
| Normal | Pushed In |
Performance Check/Calibration—S-54

**7T11**
(A horizontal plug-in compartment)

| Time Position and Fine | Fully clockwise
| Sequential              | Pushed In
| Sweep Range             | 50 ns
| Time/Div                | 5 ns
| Variable                | Pushed In
| Scan                    | Midrange
| Rep                     | Pushed In
| Slope +                 | Pushed In
| Trig Level              | Fully clockwise
| Stability               | Pushed In
| Trig Amp X1             | Pushed In
| 50 & 2 V Max            | Pushed In

b. Advance the A intensity until a trace is observed. Set the 7T11 Trigger Level control to obtain a stable display of the PULSE OUTPUT leading edge.

c. Set the 7S11 DC Offset control to vertically center the display. Set the 7T11 Time/Div to 500 ps, and change the Time Position control to center the leading edge of the PULSE OUTPUT on the CRT.

d. Adjust C64 (see Fig. 5-9) for fast risetime without overshoot. No further adjustment is required for C64 or C84 if the risetime (10 to 90% amplitude) is 1 ns or less and the aberrations (less than +1.5%, −1.5%, total of 1.5% P-P of amplitude) are within the specifications. Normally C64, when misadjusted, will show a slight overshoot and faster risetime. If no effect is noticed with the adjustment of C64, or the pulse overshoot cannot be reduced, an improvement may be possible with a change in the capacitance of the wire capacitor (twisted pair of wires) C84.

**NOTE**

Two wires of No. 32 AWG size are twisted together 2 inches long and cut to length for the proper capacitance across R84. Increasing the coupling between the two wires forming C84 will increase the capacitance. Care should be taken to keep the wires away from metal parts.